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Despite numerous economic development campaigns, massive security operations, and intensive ideological education programs in the last 20 years, the Chinese government has failed to achieve the harmonious, multiethnic, and prosperous society that it desires for the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang). Instead, interethnic relations between the Chinese Uyghur ethnic minority and the dominant Han have deteriorated since the early 1990s. Given the failure to achieve a harmonious and prosperous Xinjiang, it is important to question the suitability of the regional security policy being implemented by the Communist Party of China (CPC).

To provide the necessary background to the current sociopolitical situation in Xinjiang, this paper first describes how, between 1990 and 2010, the Chinese government gradually turned Uyghur national identity and Islamic practices into national security threats, i.e., extremized/securitized them. The securitization allowed the CPC to legitimately restrict many of the Uyghurs’ cultural and religious rights enshrined in Chapter II, Article 36 of the Constitution of China and protected by Chinese laws.

Then, it reviews the three-year ideological de-extremization campaign that started in 2014, which is the latest government effort to achieve ethnic unity and ensure regional stability in Xinjiang. By using a combination of economic development incentives and pervasive security measures to support a series of intensive ideological de-extremization education programs (Figure 1), the government is following a carrot-and-stick approach to promoting ethnic unity and Chinese national identity among the Uyghurs. The program seeks to first weaken the Uyghurs’ ancestral national identity, which is strongly shaped by Islamic beliefs and practices. For this purpose, numerous grassroots propaganda programs in the form of educational and social activities are used, of which the de-extremization pictorial competitions are a part and subsequently discussed in more detail in this paper—starting with Figure 1, which depicts the differences between “extremist” and “de-extremized.” The paintings produced in these competitions provide a useful view of what Beijing wants the Uyghurs to love and to submit to (e.g., China and the CPC), and what it wants them to consider as backward and dangerous threats (e.g., Islamic belief and practices). Numerous economic benefits are offered to those Uyghurs who are willing to submit to the CPC’s unconditional authority and to being “Sinicized,” or the process by which China’s non-Han Chinese population adopts the majority Han Chinese population’s customs and practices.

Finally, this paper seeks to answer two fundamental questions: What is the real purpose of the de-extremization campaign? And will it help improve
interethnic relations and make Xinjiang more prosperous? It finds that Beijing’s current labels of extremism and terrorism in Xinjiang are the result of the CPC’s securitization campaign conducted between 1990 and 2010, which slowly turned Uyghur nationalism and numerous Islamic practices into existential threats. Hence, the de-extremization campaign may not be aimed at fighting international Islamic terrorism, as stated by the CPC, but rather at forcefully assimilating the Uyghur community into the larger Chinese nation, which the campaign will fail to do. While the majority of Uyghurs might temporarily yield to Beijing’s Sinification campaign, it can be expected that a significant minority among them will resist it and adopt a more radicalized stance against the Chinese state. Ultimately, the de-extremization campaign will produce a hopeless and angry group of Uyghurs that will undermine Xinjiang’s long-term security, stability, and development.

Figure 1: “Extremist” (bottom) and “de-extremized” family.
After the repressive policies and measures implemented during the years of the Cultural Revolution in the 1970s, the Chinese government followed a minorities-friendly strategy in the 1980s that aimed to integrate minorities within the larger multiethnic Chinese nation. These policies aimed to improve the overall status of China’s 55 ethnic minorities by allowing them to recover their cultural, social, and religious traditions. Uyghurs in Xinjiang were allowed to build mosques, publish religious books, open Islamic schools, and manage their religious and cultural affairs with only limited intervention by the government. As a result, interethnic relations in Xinjiang in the 1980s were relatively friendly because the ethnic minorities enjoyed increasing economic and political empowerment, as well as cultural and religious freedoms.

In the early 1990s, Beijing realized that instead of achieving the integration of the Uyghurs, its approach of the 1980s had revived their distinct national identity and religious practices, which resulted in increased Uyghur resistance to being part of the Chinese state-nation. The seriousness of these nationalist sentiments was reflected in violent events, such as the Baren uprising in 1990, which saw armed Uyghurs attack government offices and a police station. These disturbances combined with regional events, including the defeat of the Soviet Army by the Mujahideen and the collapse of the USSR, to drive anxiety regarding the territorial integrity of the nation among China’s leadership.

To counter growing Uyghur nationalism, Beijing decided to end the integrationist approach it followed in the 1980s and adopt an assimilationist one. For this purpose, the CPC increasingly restrained expressions of Uyghur ethnic identity and Islamic practices, and implemented numerous extraordinary measures and policies that seemed to indiscriminately target crime, nationalism, religious activities, and interethnic socioeconomic tensions. Additionally, to minimize the support coming from the Uyghurs’ ethnic and religious brethren in Central Asia, Beijing adopted a very active economic and diplomatic integration strategy with its northeastern neighbors. By offering to advantageously settle territorial disputes and initiate lucrative economic relations, Beijing obtained support for their fight against Uyghur nationalists from numerous countries bordering Xinjiang, such as Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan.

Beijing’s assimilationist and isolationist strategy resulted in an increasing general resentment and frustration among the Uyghurs. The sources of the tensions were, and still are, numerous and complex:
massive Han immigration, perceived sociopolitical and economic discrimination against the Uyghurs, and a drastic reduction of the Uyghurs’ cultural and religious freedoms, amongst others. The interethnic tensions grew stronger over time, resulting in numerous violent acts that peaked with the Yili riots in 1997. Beijing’s answer to this increase in Uyghur resistance was dominated by a series of security campaigns, such as the “100-Day Crackdown Campaign” in January 1999, the “General Campaign Against Terrorism” that started in April 1999, and a new “Strike Hard Campaign” initiated in April 2001.8

To reduce the interethnic tension between Uyghur and Han, the Chinese government decided to weaken the Uyghurs’ national identity by isolating them from their cultural heritage and strictly limiting their Islamic beliefs and practices, such as praying, fasting, and learning about Islam. Given the constitutional and legal protections for both ethnic identity and religious practices, Beijing had to turn them first into national security threats to be able to legitimize the imposition of restrictions on them.

Beijing followed a strategy of “politics of unease” to discursively construct a “patchwork of insecurities”9 to securitize Uyghur nationalism and some Islamic practices. Between the late 1990s and early 2000s, the CPC used its monopoly on the Chinese media to argue10 that Xinjiang’s tensions were the work of the foreign-incited “three forces”—religious extremism, ethnic separatism, and international terrorism—and gradually turned them into national and regional security threats. Then, after deadly riots in Urumqi on July 5 and 7, 2009, Beijing continued to insist that the conflicts were exclusively the work of international terrorist forces and, consequently, argued that they needed to be fought within the framework of the global “war on terrorism.” By 2010, almost any attempt by Uyghurs to preserve their ethnic identity and religious practices was seen by Beijing as “unpatriotic” and a threat to the motherland’s territorial integrity.11 It would seem that the CPC often confuses any disagreement with their ideology and policies as a threat to public order and security.

Ultimately, Beijing’s security discourse turned what had been described as a political, social, and ideological conflict in 1990 into one of national and international security that allegedly needed to be fought in the context of the international war on terrorism. Xinjiang’s sociopolitical, economic, and religious tensions were securitized. Then, as national security threats, they were often dealt with by hard security measures that did not address the root causes of the tensions, but rather aimed to eliminate dissent by force.

In this atmosphere of a national security emergency, Beijing is implementing a de-extremizing program aimed at facilitating the assimilation of the Uyghurs within the common Chinese national identity. This program is part of a broader campaign that also aims to improve the Uyghurs’ livelihoods, build interethnic relations, and secure the social stability needed to achieve Xinjiang’s development.
To reduce the growing interethnic tensions, reinforce ethnic unity, and achieve social stability in Xinjiang, the CPC uses three strategies: strengthening the local security apparatus, improving the Uyghurs’ livelihoods, and weakening their distinct ethnic identity and religious beliefs. In recent years, the security apparatus has been massively expanded and made more effective when countering what the government labels as a threat posed by international terrorism in Xinjiang. However, after extensive research conducted in the region, it became clear that the main task of Xinjiang’s security apparatus is to manage domestic political dissent and social unrest, as well as any alleged international terrorist threats. As for Beijing’s efforts to improve the Uyghurs’ livelihoods, the facts on the ground confirm that these efforts are significant and successful.

**Improving Uyghurs’ livelihoods**

Following President Xi’s order to achieve long-term stability in Xinjiang, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Party Committee decided in 2014 to conduct the “Visiting, Improving People’s Livelihood, and Gaining Their Hearts” campaign, which has the ultimate goal of the de-extremization of the Uyghur population by improving their living standards. Based on the CPC’s requirements, this three-year campaign focuses on promoting interethnic harmony by providing economic incentives. As part of this massive campaign, a total of over 200,000 government officials, many from urban areas, are sent to live and do grassroots work in villages for one year. One of the main focuses of this campaign is the Uyghur population in South Xinjiang because it is the region where most social unrest has happened in recent years; it is also the least-developed in Xinjiang.

During 2015, the second year of the campaign, the Xinjiang Autonomous Party Commission provided 4.77 billion yuan ($737 million) to carry out livelihood improvement projects. Half a million yuan was invested in each of the 9,611 selected villages through one or several of Xinjiang’s 25 governmental organizations. A variety of projects benefited from this investment, including infrastructure and agricultural production improvement, social services, and education. Significant positive results were already announced in October 2015, when Zhang Chunxian, the CPC’s Xinjiang Party Secretary, declared, “Xinjiang’s social stability and the motherland’s security were ensured thanks to the ‘Visiting, Improving People’s Livelihood, and Gaining Their Hearts’ campaign, which is tightly uniting all ethnic masses.” It is
true that these livelihood improvement projects are steadily improving the livelihoods of the Uyghurs living in South Xinjiang via more employment opportunities, better infrastructure, more schools and hospitals, and an overall improvement in social services.\textsuperscript{17}

However, the government’s inherent duty to improve its people’s livelihoods is presented in Xinjiang as a reward to the Uyghur population for their submission to Chinese rule. By tightly integrating economic development with extensive ideological propaganda education programs and activities, economic benefits are used to incentivize the acceptance of the CPC’s ideology and leadership among the Uyghurs. Ultimately, the Uyghurs’ right to see their livelihoods improved comes with an unusual price tag attached: to forgo many of their cultural and religious rights, accept China as the motherland, and submit to the CPC as the sole authority.

In addition, the massive security apparatus and the livelihood improvement projects are tightly interwoven with the third strategy that Beijing uses to eliminate what it perceives as threats and achieve social stability in Xinjiang: the implementation of programs aimed at weakening the Uyghurs’ ethnic identity and religious beliefs.

**De-extremization campaign: Purpose, structure, and methods of operation**

The threat from Xinjiang that Beijing perceives and what Beijing threatens in Xinjiang has not changed much since the 1950s. The propaganda poster from 1958 (Figure 2) illustrates how motherland unity, ethnic unity, and the party’s leadership needed to be protected by fighting against the regional ethnic separatists’ efforts. If we look at the poster in more detail (Figure 3), we can see that the actual threat is Uyghur separatism, which itself is the product of the Uyghurs feeling that they are not part of the Chinese state-nation because of their distinct national identity.
Given that the Uyghurs’ national identity is strongly shaped by Islam, the CPC considers their Islamic beliefs as existential threats, too. The extent to which religion is perceived by Beijing as an existential threat can be seen from President Jiang Zemin’s statements in 1996, when he voiced his concern about Xinjiang’s volatile situation and blamed it on religious beliefs and practices:

Religion is a very serious issue, because it affects the whole country’s social stability and unity, challenges the construction of the desired socialist material and spiritual civilization, and also is part of the struggle between peaceful evolution and anti-peaceful evolution.18

By the early 2000s, Beijing framed Xinjiang’s interethnic sociopolitical, religious, and economic tensions as part of an international terrorist threat to China’s national security and gathered them under the label of the “three (evil) forces”: (Uyghur) separatism, (Islamic) religious extremism, and (Islamic) terrorism. Given that Uyghur separatism is driven by them having a distinct national identity, and that their national identity is strongly influenced by Islam, eliminating Islamic beliefs was expected to eliminate the “three forces” and significantly facilitate the process of Uyghurs accepting the Chinese identity, i.e., Uyghur Sinification.

For the purpose of legally undermining Islamic practices, religious extremism was equated to illegal religious activities, and these were blamed for being the root cause of most of the threats that loomed over Xinjiang’s prosperity. In 2013, the Xinjiang Party Committee stated:

Religious extremism and illegal religious activities are the soil from which the three forces grow, they give birth to ethnic separatism and violent terrorism, and they are the poison that severely damages Xinjiang’s social stability.19

A problem with Beijing’s label of religious extremism is that in Xinjiang it includes common practices followed by moderate Muslims in other provinces in China and elsewhere in the world. It can include activities such as praying, wearing Islamic headscarves, growing beards, learning about Islam, fasting, deciding not to drink alcohol, and even going to mosques. To provide a legal framework for these restrictive measures of questionable constitutionality and legality, the CPC passed numerous laws that have made any religious activity that is not explicitly legal, illegal.20

The legalistic approach to fight Islamic beliefs and practices in Xinjiang was started in the mid-1990s. Since then, for the purpose of protecting China from the threat that religion represents, the authorities in Xinjiang have frequently released regulations and policies tightening the management of “extremist” religious activities in Xinjiang (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Destroying the three forces by the law.

The number of policies, regulations, and laws produced by the Chinese government to regulate religious activities in Xinjiang have accelerated in recent years, with the most recent ones being:
• Work instructions to legally govern illegal religious activities and prevent the permeation of religious extremism,21

• Instructions to further reinforce and complete work on Islam,22 Xinjiang’s religious affairs regulations,23 and

• The regulation about banning the wearing of veil and robe in public in Urumqi.24

This barrage of new policies and regulations has restricted Islamic practices in Xinjiang far beyond the limits imposed on other regions with large Muslim populations, such as in Qinghai, Ningxia, and Gansu.

In Xinjiang, any religious practice that is not explicitly legal is illegal, in contrast to the usual approach to manage religious activities, where the illegal activities are listed. According to Paper No.11:

Normal religious activities are those that follow the national constitution, law, policies and local regulations; any other religious activities which violated these laws and regulations are illegal religious activities.25

This regulation restricts the practice of legal religious activities to only officially sanctioned mosques. Hence, religious activities, such as praying, reading the Qur'an, and learning or teaching about Islam in public or at home are considered illegal. In addition, anyone under the age of 18 is not allowed to go to mosques, and parents and teachers must ensure that they do not practice or learn about religion.26

As a result, religious practices that are part of a moderate Muslim’s daily practices have been rendered illegal and labeled as religious extremism. For example, the poster shown in Figure 5, “Five Forms of Informal Activities,” depicts five behaviors that China has linked to religious extremism and made illegal: the wearing of traditional Islamic dress, headscarves,27 and veils; young men growing beards; and wearing clothes with depictions of the moon and stars. In addition to tightly regulating what legal religious activities are, the new legislation28 also provides a specific legal framework to legitimize the government’s efforts to de-extremize religious beliefs, which in Xinjiang is done via ideological indoctrination programs.

Ideological indoctrination to spread and strengthen a common Chinese identity is neither a new phenomenon, nor is it unique to Xinjiang. However, in Xinjiang this is done by drastically weakening the traditional Islamic practices and beliefs.
Islamic beliefs and practices, and by expecting that all Uyghurs participate in a “people’s war” against the alleged existential threat that religious extremism poses. One of the programs implemented for this purpose is the “Soil Improvement Plan” (Figure 6). This program was designed to help Uyghurs in rural areas overcome poverty and ignorance that facilitates the spread of religious extremism, and to provide Uyghur cadres with the necessary skills to clarify “people’s ideological confusion.” This was to be achieved by visiting villagers, improving their livelihoods, and gaining their hearts. The titles of the four phases of implementation depict in a very visual way how the de-extremization process that the CPC has in mind should work:

1. “Dig deep and loosen soil,” which indicates the need to conduct a full investigation to assess what the actual situation is.

2. “Clear the weeds,” which refers to eliminating extremists and extremist ideas.

3. “Intensive cultivation,” which aims at promoting “anti-violence, pro-legality, and pro-order.”

4. “Improve the environment,” which sets the goal of making real efforts to improve people’s livelihoods.

To achieve these ambitious goals, large numbers of cadres, teachers, and religious leaders have received intensive political-ideological training. Chinese officials, mostly party members, were trained to be politically and ideologically robust, and taught to lead by example by being the first ones to implement the changes that they promoted among the people (Figure 7). To incentivize people to follow their example, cadres have been empowered to improve people’s livelihoods by implementing projects that would benefit government-friendly individuals and communities. Government-friendly individuals are Uyghurs who are willing to sign a letter of commitment to the Chinese government, participate in de-extremization classes and activities, publicly stand by the CPC, and identify themselves as proud citizens of the People’s Republic of China. Teachers, the second group of actors in the de-extremization program, are not only trained to warn their Muslim students not to join any sort of religious activities, but to outright promote atheism. Joining religious activities is equated to “playing with fire” (Figure 8).
The third group, religious leaders, such as Imams, are expected to promote the love of China above anything else and respect for the CPC as the highest authority. In addition, they have to present Islam as a religion that does not have a role to play in the social and political lives of people, as well as interpret the Qur’an and Islamic teachings in such a way that they promote ethnic unity, appreciation of communism, and submission to the CPC. They are even forced to support the government’s religious policies and regulations that often blatantly contravene Islamic ones. More importantly, they are asked to label many common and moderated religious practices as religious extremism, or even as terrorism. Finally, to show their love and submission to the Chinese authorities, religious leaders are made, for example, to lead Chinese dances in public. Dancing in front of a crowd is deeply embarrassing and demeaning for these religious leaders, and it causes anger among the Uyghur population.

To support the work of government officials, teachers, and religious leaders, numerous grassroots, ideological propaganda campaigns are organized along with an extensive campaign to improve people’s lives. These campaigns are guided by Xi Jinping and Zhang Chunxian’s speeches, and are supported by extensive ideological education and propaganda materials. More than 350 million propaganda pieces (posters, CDs, booklets, etc.) were published and distributed by Xinjiang’s authorities from 2014–15. The six stated aims of the grassroots ideological campaigns include reasserting the deep relationship between the CPC and the Chinese people, enhancing the grassroots work and effectiveness of the CPC, improving people’s livelihoods, achieving ethnic unity and social stability, adapting religious activities to modern culture, and educating people to prevent the spreading of religious extremism/terrorism. One of the most visible grassroots propaganda activities are the Xinjiang pictorial competitions that are held regularly in villages and towns.

**Example of a grassroots campaign: Pictorial competitions**

During these pictorial competitions, Uyghur villagers are encouraged to use their traditional painting style and colors to depict the theme of religious de-extremization. These paintings are...
then shown on official websites and newspapers in Xinjiang to showcase Uyghur support for the Chinese government and its policies.

Another central topic of the de-extremization painting competitions is showing the collective responsibility for the fight against religious extremism, i.e., the alleged fight against religious extremism is a “people’s war.” The participation in this war is not voluntary; everyone is forced to participate, and those reluctant to do so could lose their jobs or be sent to ideological training camps or prison. If the person refusing to participate is a CPC cadre, then, as it was during the Qing Dynasty, he and his extended family will be punished. Party members are required to take the lead in carrying out the de-extremization campaign. For example, officials in Aksu are required to sign an agreement that holds them accountable for ensuring that their families and relatives will not participate in illegal religious activities.41

Women who refuse to remove their traditional headscarf (Figure 11) are sent to ideological training programs or jailed. Law abiders have a duty to identify individuals who could be involved with the three evil forces (separatism, extremism, and terrorism). Refusing to drink alcohol, not being interested in becoming a CPC member, and not being an atheist are all reasons for suspecting someone of being a religious extremist, and people have the duty of informing government officials.

As discussed above, what Beijing labels as “extremism” and “terrorism” in Xinjiang are the outcomes of the success of the securitization campaign that convinced its main audience, the Han, that Uyghur nationalism and Islamic practices represented existential threats to China. This allowed the CPC to legitimize the implementation of numerous de-extremization programs that are allegedly aimed at fighting religious extremism and terrorist activities. These programs have a legal framework, supported with numerous economic incentives and ideological indoctrination programs, and they are enforced with the threat of strict punitive measures. Two questions remain about these programs: What is their actual purpose? And will they be successful?
A carrot-and-stick approach used by the CPC attempts to coerce and incentivize the Uyghurs to shed their national identity and promote Chinese national identity and the CPC's leadership. Beijing’s self-proclaimed objectives of their management of religious affairs in Xinjiang are to “protect legal activities, stop illegal activities, suppress extremism, and hit crime.” While these objectives might seem commendable, they are questionable because of what Beijing labels as legal versus illegal, and normal versus extreme.

A closer look at the regulations, policies, and laws exposes the fact that the objective of Beijing’s de-extremization campaign in Xinjiang is not, as it argues, to fight against an alleged existential threat posed by international Islamic terrorism. Instead, it is aimed at erasing the Uyghur way of life and, in turn, transforming them into patriotic “cultural Muslims,” who love China above all and fully submit to the leadership of the CPC.

In addition, the CPC’s use of the “extremist” label is not accurate because it includes numerous moderate Islamic practices, such as dressing in accordance with Islamic norms, praying, learning about Islam and the Qur’an, performing the Hajj, growing a beard, and not drinking alcohol. While these practices are labeled as extremist and have been
made illegal in Xinjiang, they are seen as moderate and legal in other Chinese provinces with large Muslim minorities, such as Gansu, Ningxia, and Qinghai. Moreover, Beijing depicts them favorably when they are practiced outside Chinese borders. This dual standard in labeling religious activities as legal or illegal, and as normal or extreme is exposed in the display of a series of large posters promoting President Xi’s “One Belt, One Road” initiative in the Beijing Capital Airport. Among these posters (Figure 12), we can see one that favorably depicts an Islamic teacher teaching the Qur’an to a young girl wearing a hijab: three illegal extremist activities in Xinjiang. It is interesting to note that Xinjiang is President Xi’s core region for his “One Belt, One Road” initiative.

Another relevant poster shows a young lady dressed in traditional Islamic clothes (Figure 13). Again, this would be unthinkable in Xinjiang, where wearing such clothes is also labeled as religious extremism and would result in immediate detention of the person (Figure 14).

These double standards that are used to grant access to constitutionally enshrined cultural and religious rights indisputably discriminate against the Uyghurs and will result in long-term trouble for Xinjiang.

It is the opinion of the author that the de-extremization programs contravene Chinese laws because their final aim is to forcefully assimilate, and not integrate, the Uyghurs into the larger Chinese family. Additionally, Uyghur assimilation is not only a great loss for the Uyghurs, but detrimental for the Chinese state too, both domestically and internationally. At the domestic level, an undesirable outcome of the Uyghurs’ assimilation is the potential deterioration of the current, relatively friendly relationship between the Hui, the largest Muslim minority in China, and the CPC. With the Hui community experiencing a strong Islamic revival all over China, their Chinese and ethnic identities will gradually fade away and be replaced by an increasingly strong Muslim identity, in which ethnic and national identities are irrelevant. Beijing’s injustices committed against their Uyghur brethren will not go unnoticed by the Hui, and will likely result in them siding with the Uyghurs in their opposition to the Chinese government.
More important and measurable are the detrimental effects that the Uyghur assimilation will have on the international arena. This is because their assimilation will result in them losing their fluency in the Uyghur language and familiarity with Islamic practices—both invaluable when it comes to international relations. The Uyghur language and religious identity are two precious assets that can greatly facilitate China’s political, economic, and social exchanges with Central Asian republics and countries with a strong Islamic influence. Additionally, Beijing’s discriminatory treatment of the Uyghurs, especially when it concerns moderate Islamic practices, can be effectively used against China’s international interests and disputes. A wide range of issues could be adversely affected, from hampering trade with Islamic countries, to tarnishing China’s image, and even complicating territorial disputes in the South China Sea. The reason why abusing the Uyghurs’ religious rights could adversely affect these disputes is that three countries—Malaysia, Brunei, and Indonesia—confronting China have Muslim majority populations that are susceptible to being angered by the CPC’s mistreatment of Muslims in Xinjiang.
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